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A fascinating and inspirational look at the vital link between the hidden geometrical order of the

universe, geometry in nature, and the geometry of the man-made world.The Da Vinci Code has

awakened the public to the powerful and very ancient idea that religious truths and mathematical

principles are intimately intertwined. Sacred Geometry offers an accessible way of understanding

how that connection is revealed in nature and the arts. Over the centuries, temple builders have

relied on magic numbers to shape sacred spaces, astronomers have used geometry to calculate

holy seasons, and philosophers have observed the harmony of the universe in the numerical

properties of music. By showing how the discoveries of mathematics are manifested over and over

again in biology and physics, and how they have inspired the greatest works of art, this illuminating

study reveals the universal principles that link us to the infinite.Ã‚Â 
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Skinner, credited with introducing feng shui to the West, continues his search for the underlying

order of the world with this beautifully illustrated examination of the notion that some geometries

reveal hidden truths about the way the universe operates. Beginning with the Greeks, such as

Euclid and Pythagoras, who, Skinner explains, invented geometry as a means of constructing

sacred buildings in a way that was pleasing to the gods, the text explores a variety of natural and

human-made examples of sacred geometry, including the construction of Stonehenge, the shapes

of crystals, and the idea of "living spirals" (the horn of a goat, the shell of a nautilus, or DNA). While



some parts of the book are harder to accept than others--see, for example, the discussion of crop

circles--Skinner argues persuasively that many aspects of art, architecture, and science are linked

through mathematics to universal principles that govern the universe. The book's success depends

entirely on how much stock one puts in this basic premise, but Skinner makes a remarkably elegant

case. David PittCopyright Ã‚Â© American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

&#147;Skinner makes a remarkably elegant case.Ã¢â‚¬Â•&#151;Booklist

The book was recommend to me by a friend who is also studying healing. This has really opened

my eyes to many things I did not know or realize before. Definitely recommend.

Excellent book in excellent condition.

This is a must read. Fantastic book

super read buy it AADeL

Eye opening! Great book makes you question a lot of things that were taught and allowed me to

expand my mind becoming a more open minded person! Loved it thank you

Its quite good at explaining it all.Unfortunately it turns out there isn'tthat much you wouldn't already

beaware of.

Learn more about our inner and outer connections. Something that links us all. Excellent for

overview.
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